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Introduce to Chinese 

My lesson is not about the learning of Chinese but the basic knowledge of Chinese. 
Chinese is one of the most popular languages the world over, and it also is the most 
complicated language. I am impossible to just some words or phrases because I 
know they cannot make sense for you. Also, I am impossible to introduce all of 
Chinese roots in 10 minutes. As a result, I can only do some simple introductions of 
the Chinese roots, and then give an example of basic Chinese communication. 
That's why to parts of vocabulary and conversation is not that related. I separated 
my lesson in two individual parts. The first part is vocabulary and grammar which 
can help you to know some roots of Chinese, and the second part is conversation 
which is able to help you to make some simple communication with Chinese people. 

Section one: vocabulary 

Chinese vocabulary mainly has two types: single word and compound words. 

Part one: single word 

Example: (tian) 7:. ( sky ) , (di) :1:-th ( ground ) , (ren) A ( people, person) ,(hua):tE 

(flower ) , (cao) 1fi (grass ) , (shu) M ( tree ) ,(shuo)iJl ( speck ) 

Radicals (-tffl§): help you to understand Chinese word 

Example: (ti tu pang)± ( soil) , ( cao zi tou )* (plant) , (mu zi pang)lK ( wood) . 

Part two: compound words 

(da di)::k:i:ih ( big ground ) , (lan tian) :\ii7:. (blue sky), (da shu) ::kM ( big tree ) 

The meaning of the words may change when compound two single words together 

(tian xia)7:. r c world) , (di dian):i:ih,8 c location) , (ren lei) A~ c human ) 

Section two: grammar 

Note: Chinese grammar is very different from English; there is no obvious symbol to 
indicate the timeline. But the timeline will be very clear if you can exactly 
understand the sentences. If you are not a natural Chinese speaker, you can only 
separate it in three main parts. 

Three basic grammar types: 

1. Present 
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Symbol: (shi)~ C be/am/is/are) 

Example: (ta shi yi ge lao shi)fth~-1'-:t';YiP ( he is a teacher ) 

2. Past 

Symbol: (zuo tian)a'F~ (yesterday ) (yijing)2~ ( already ) 

Example: (ta yi jing wan cheng le zuo ye)fth 8~jGJJX: 7 f'F~ ( he has already finished 

his homework ) (ta zuo tianjiu wan cheng le zuo ye)ftha'F~mi:jGJJX:7 f'F~ ( he 

finished his homework yesterday) 

3. Future 

Symbol: (ming tian) Ej}j ~ ( tomorrow ) 

Example: (ta ming tian hui qu xue xiao )fth B)3 ~~~ ~~ C he will go to school 

tomorrow ) 

Section three: simple dialogue 

(the above parts give you some ideas about how Chinese vocabulary and grammar 
formed, I hope you have already learned some simple rules of Chinese, now I would 
like to turn to the part of the basic conversation. It not really related to the above 
vocabulary, but it is a kind of basic Chinese communication part.) 

~f.] f$1: (ni j iao shen me ming zi)f$1l~ ft ~ ~ ¥? C What's your name? ) 

~Jlm : (wojiao kai di):fitll~ ~Jlm o (My name is Kitty.) 

~f.]f$1 : (zui jin hao ma)~ili:~t~? (How are you?) 

~Am : (hen hao)f~~t o (I am fine.) 

~f.]f$1: (ni chi guo wu fan le ma)1$UZ:Ji 'i=-tf 7 ~? (Have you eaten lunch?) 

~Jl1i : (mei you)19::ff o (Not yet.) 

~f.]f$1 : (yi qi qu chi fan ma)-~-*UZ:tf~? (Let's eating together?) 

BJl1i : (hao de)~ti¥1 o (Sure.) 

Exercise: 
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1. Try to write these words in your paper: ::::*;:±-&' Ji?f:*' :;k;f,Xf' * r' ±-&2' A:?R' ::tt 

2. Define the tense of following sentences 

3. Practice the conversation with your classmates again. 

Now, I will give you the answers. Check to how well you did. 
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